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Young Children's Discourse Strategies in Using the Story and

Information Book Genres: An Analysis of Kindergarteners'

Understandings of Co-refrentiality and Co-classification

A major factor in yming children's literacy development is

their comina to understand that typical written language is

different from typical oral or spoken language (Holdaway, 1979;

Pappas, 1987a; Pappas & Brown, 1987a, 1987b; Purcell-Gates, 1988;

Smith, 1982; Sulzby, 1985; Wells, 1985, 1986). In everyday

conversations--to use Wells (1986) phrase--"words fit the world."

That is, attention is focused only partially on what is said

since cues in the material context and in negotiated

interpersonal interaction also contribute to the meanings

constructed (Donaldson, 1978; Halliday, 1977; Hasan, 1984c). In

contrc.st, written language "words create a world" (Wells, 1986);

that is, the text itself is a greater carri_r of meaning (Wells,

1985, 1986). A written text is more "constitutive" (Halliday,

1977; Hasan, 1984c), or what Tannen (1985) terms more "message-

focused" communication.

Thus, what is involved in early literacy development is

young children becoming aware of the symbolic potential of

written language, their realization of the need to give full

attention to the linguistic message in order to build a structure

of meaning. Many have argued that young children learn about the

nature of written languagu--its ragister (Halliday & Hasan, 1976,

1985! or "dialect" (Clay, 1977)-- by being read to, by hearing

written language read aloud (Cambourne, 1981; Holdaway, 1979;
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Smith, 1982; Teale, 1984; Wells, 1985, 1986). Moreover, it has

been notd that when young children are read books, they tend to

"re-enact" (Holdawair,-1979) or "pretend read" them (Butler, 1980,

Crago & Crago, 1983; Doako, 1985; Sulzby, 1985). By examining

these e-enactments or pretend readings, much has been learned

about the strategies children employ in acquiring book language

(Doake, 1985; Eller, Pappas, & Brown, 1988; Holdaway, 1979;

Pappas, 1987; Pappas & Brown, 1987a, 1987b; Sulzby, 1985).

However, much of this emergent literacy research has

emphasized children's sense of the story gsnre. But what do we

know about young children's understandings about other genres of

written language in general, or about the information bock genre

more specifically? Since stories and information books serve

different social or cultural purposes, the meanings communicated

in typical texts from each genre are realized by different

linguistic registers, by different book language structures and

patterns. We do have soma evidence that children, at an early

age, acquire a rudimentary awareness that written language is

used for different purposes (Bissex, 1980; Harste, Woodward, &

Burke, 1984), but studies that have compared older elementary

children's competence regarding narrative and expository

discourse forms (e.g., Hidi & Hildyard, 1983; Langer, 1935)

suggest that specific knowledge about the organization of the

textual properties of non-story genres may develop later than

story understandings.

In fact, there is common assumption that narrative or story

genre understandings is somehow "primary" (Britton, Burgess,
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Martin, McLeod, & hosen, 1975; Egan, 1988; Moffet, 1968; Newkirk,

1989; Spiro & Taylor, 1987). The aim of this paper is to shed

light on young children's strategies in their development of

their understandings of two written genre registers--that of the

story and information book genresby analyzing kindergarteners'

(five-year olds') repeated pretend readings of a typical text' of

each genre. And since the children would be using both genres,

it was hoped that such an analysis would also provide important

information regarding this "story as primary" assumption.

Discourse Features of the Story and Information Book Genres

There are, of course, different macro-structure or global

elements for each genre2. However, this paper focuses on certr 1

"textural" feature differences (Hazan, 1984a, 1984b, 1984c,

1985). To better understand the nature of these linguistic

properties, three major ones realized in the two genres ars

briefly outlined.

First, in storybooks frequently a character is introducted

in the beginning of the book--for example, "a woodpecker" (as in

The Owl and the Woodpecker by Wildsmith, 1971)--and then the

author uses vertain referent items. such as he, his, him, "the

woodpecker," etc., throughout the story to refer to this same or

identical woodpecker (Halliday & Hmsan, 1976, 1985). In other

words, identity chains can be formed to show this co-

referentiality through the use of these cohesive devices (Hasan,

1984b, 1985; Pappas, I987a; Pappas & Brown, 1987a, 1987b, 1988).

Figure 1 depicts this woodpecker identity chain in the first part
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of The Owl and the Woodpecker, as well as the ideItity chains for

the woodpecker's tree and the owl.

Insert Figure 1 around here

Now, in an iaformation book that involves an animal, such as

"a squirrel" (as in Squirrels by Wildsmith, 1974), this animal is

not "talked" about in the same way as the woodpecker character

(or the woodpecker's tree or the owl). The same identical

squirrel is not referred to, but instead the same class of

squirrels is referred to. Thus, as Figure 2 shows, Wildsmith

uses the same kind of form, a squirrel, in the first sentence of

the book, as he did when he introduces a woodpecker in the

beginning of The Owl and the Woodpecker in Figure 1, but here

this form is employed to serve a different function.

Insert Figure 2 about here

In Squirrels, Wildsmith again uses endophoric implicit wordings--

he, his, their, etc., to refer to this class, but here they are

involved in forming a co-classification chain (Pappas, in press).

Thus, the first discourse feature that distinguishes typical

storybooks and information books involves this difference of co-

referentiality versus co-classification.

Another textual feature that is different in the storybook

and information book genres is verb tense. Specifically, in

stories, except in quoted dialogue, the past tense is typically
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used. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, the woodpecker

lived, slept, and worked, and the owl came to live, liked to

work, and screeched, and so forth. In contrast,.the verbs in

infozmation books are mostly in tho present tense. Thus, in

Sguirrels--refer again to Figure 2--Wildsmith employs verbs such

as is, looks, grows, seems to have, and so forth.

-
Finally, another distinguishing feature of storybooks and

information books is the extent to which certain relational

processes--what are called attributive, identifying, and

possessive processes (Halliday, 1985)--are realized in each

genre. The presence of this linguistic property is one of matter

cf degree: stories possess these relational processes to some

eoe.e4%t; whereas information books contain these processes to a

large degree. For example, none of these types of processes can

be found in the story excerpt (of The Owl and the Woodpecker,

Figure 1). However, it is important to point out that such

processes--perhaps an attributive process describing the

woodpecker's feathers or beak, for example--could have been

included by the author of this book. In the information book

excerpt (Figure 2), howev.r, there is a density of relational

processes. More specifically, there are examples of attributive

prcc,asses ("he looks happy and mischievous"), identifying

processes ("he is a furry small animal..."), and possessive

processes ("he seems to have little socks on his feet").

Thus, there are three linguistic features in typical stories

that are different from information books--the presence of co-

referentiality as opposed to co-classi.'ication, past verb tense
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versus present tense, and some rather than the predominance of

relational processes. There are other distinctive discourse'

patterns of these two genres, but these exemplify some of the

most significant generic discourse differences.

In this paper, the first textual feature described above--

namely, the co-referentiality versus co-classification--of the

two genres is emphasized. The linguistic device, "a plus noun,"

in the two texts/genres is a good case of same form, different

function, that operates throughout our language system. How this

form introduces an animal character on one hand, and a class of

animals on the other, and thr 'aow implicit referent wordings are

subsequently used to refer to each in the text from each

representative genre, involve subtle form/function aspects of

book language that children must begin to appreciate to become

literate. An examination of their efforts enables us to gain

useful information about how young children learn how to extend

the functional potential of language (Halliday, 1978; Pappas,

1987b).

Method

The data to be examined and discussed here are part of a

larger study. Twenty kindergarteners (ten boys and ten girls)

were selected from two kindergarten classes at a suburban school,

located right outside a large midmost urban city, in which

children from a range of socio-economic background attended.

These children were read six books--three storybooks and three

information books--at three different sessions during their

kindergarten year (in October, January and April). Children were

s
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individually taken out of their classrooms for these sessions,

each session consisting of three consecutive days. Each time the

childrn were seen, they were read both a story and an

information book, and after ach book was read, they were invited

to take their turn to "read" or "pretend read" it. On the second

and third days of ach of the sessions, the same procedure was

followed--the same two books wer read, followed by the child's

"pretend readings" of them. Nothing specific about any book (all

were initially unfamiliar to the 7:hildrsn) was pointed out, but

the adult reader responded to any questions or comments the

children had about the book. All sessions were audio-taped. The

data for this paper come from the first session in October where

children read The Owl and the Woodpecker al.d Squirrels, both

books written by Wildsmith.

Results

As indicated above, this paper focuses on the co-

referentiality of The Owl and the Wood ecker and the co-

classification property of Sallirrels. A general finding of the

analyses of children's pretend readings af the two books is that

children were very successful in re-enacting both genres--both

the story and the information book--and that they got better at

it across the three readings. In short, children were very

sensitive to the co-referentiality versus co-classification

features of the two books. Protocols will illustrate these

kindergarteners' discourse strategies as they attempt to sustain

the respective textual featttre realized in each book/genre.

9
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Stori examples are provided first, then excerpts from the

information book are presented.

Story Examples

Example 1 shows Jean's first two readings of the beginning

of The Owl and the Wood ecker--see again Figure 1 for the first

sentences of the text.

Insert Example 1 about here

Reading #1 indicates she was very successful in re-enacting the

book; it is quite easy to form identiy chains for the woodpec7ker

and owl. That is, she is very competent in sustaining the co-

referentiality of these two characters. Reading #2 is more

filled in with rc,spect to the conteut of the book, but she ir

again very successful in sustainimg the co-referentiality

features of the st,,ry. The "mr. ohl" in this second rec.ding is

not found in the actual text, but this may be due to the fact

that later on in the book a "Master Woodpecker" is referred to.

It is interesting to point out, however, that this "mr. owl"

designation is dropped by Jean in the third reading of the book

(not included here).

Not all children wr as successfla as Jean, at leamt not

initially. Example 2 of Jack's f'rst and second readings of the

first part of the book illustrates this.

Insert Example 2 about here
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Sustaining co-referentiality involves keeping track unambiguously

in their pretend readings the who/what in the story. So, "the

owl" in unit 2 is uhclear and the he in unit 4 could refer to

either woodpecker oe owl. Thus, co-referentiality is not so

certain here. Note, however, that Jack is much mor successful

in this respect in the second reading.

One of th(1 places where many children had initial difficulty

in maintaining co-referentiality in a clear way was the place

where beavers enter the scen in the story. The owl has not been

able to sleep during the day d.le to the woodpecker's tapping.

Because the owl has become very crotchety and rude, the other

animals in the forest believe that they have tc do something.

They try to push down the owl's tree to get him to leave but are

unsuccessful. Tt 4s. at this part of the story that the beavers

come to the forest. Figure 3 shows the text involving them.

/nsert Figure 3 about there

Karen's three readings of this part of the book illustrates

how most children dealt with it--s Example 3.

Insert Example 3 about here

/n Reading #1, We have no idea who this they is. This pronoun

seems even more confusing because she has used the verb "pecked"

(for "gnawed"), which has been used to describe the woodpecker's

11
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actions in the book. But, in Readings #2 and #3, you can see how

much clearer she has become regarding these beavers.

Anothr place of initial difficulty for many children was

where the resolution of the conflict or problei . in the story

occurs--see Figure 4.

Insert Figure 4 about here

This is where the storms comes and where the woodpecker "saves

the day"--the woodpecker wakes the owl, who has fallen sleep and

who has not realized that his tree is about to crash down.

Eddie's readingsExample 4--represent the manner by which most

children handled these initial difficulties.

Insert Example 4 about here

In Reading #1, it is hard to sort out co-refsrentiality regarding

the he's in the last two unitswho do these he's refer to? But

a3ain, in Readings #2 and #3, the identification of the two

characters is clear.

Inlormation Book Examplers

In Sauirrelssee again Figure 2 for the beginning of '..he

bookwhat is involved is how children are able to sustain co-

classification, that is, how they are are able to refer to the

class of salirrels in general. Although most children were

successful at doing this, we did have two children who started

their texts like a story. Example 5 is Judy'r first reading.
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Insrt Example 5 about here

Up to unit 5, Judy is treating "a squirrel" as a character,

thereby realizing co-referontiality in the construction of her

text. Then at unit 6, sh switches to "squirrels," and then

subsequently uses of plural pronoun "they" to refer to squirrels.

Thus, at unit 6, Judy switches from co-referentiality to co-

classification.

Example 6 includes excerpts from Judy's second and third

readings.

Insert Example 6 about here

In each reading she begins with "this is a .sauirrel," which is

not the language of the book, but is a civar signal that the text

she is about to construct as her reading is not a story. That

is, she is showing that she understands that co-classification is

involied in reading this information book.

Example 7 shows Eddie's strategies regarding the switch from

c..-referentiality to co-classification in the beginning of his

construction of his reading texts.

Insert Example 7 about here

In the first reading, there is a hint of a story--"once upon a

time there was a squirrels"--in his first unit. He begins with

.13
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the familiar story marker, and his "a squirrels" is a somewhat

curious way to present the topic of the book--maybe we should see

it an some sort of an extension. That is, the "a" of the "a plus

noun" is present, but so also is the plural form "squirrels,"

which reflects an unconventional way to indicate that the (lass

of squirrels is the topic of the text. In the rest of his text

he uses either the plural lexical form "squirrels" or the plural

pronoun "they" to refer to squirrels. Note also that--beginning

at the sr-ond unit--Eddie uses only present tense verb forms. In

Reading #2, co-classification seems to be sustained at the

beginning.

Generally, at the beginning of the second day of a session,

before we took our turns to read, we asked children which book we

should read first. We then asked them if that book was their

favorite or preferred book of the two. With Eddie, we forgot to

ask him which he liked best at ths second reading, so we asked

him at the beginning of the third day or reading. Example 7

includes the short dialcue between Eddie and the adult reader

about why he liked The Owl and the Woodpecker pest. His answer

makes clear that he knows how different these two books--and

genres--work.

Then in Reading #3, Eddie starts his text as a story, but

then repairs to state the title, squirrels. In unit 1 you might

think he is going to re-enact the text as a story again, but by

unit 2, you are certain that he has not done so.

Thus, although two children started their texts story-like,

they switched very quickly, showine: an understanding of the co-

14
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classification aspect of the information book register. In the

other two collections, the information books dealt with an object

[Tunnels by Gibbons (1984)] and a place [Big City Port by Maestro

and DelVecchio (1983)]. None of the children started their

reading texts for these books in a story-like fashion, so it

could be that if children are prone to have an initial difficulty

with co-classification, it may only occur with books about animal

topics.

One part of the Squirrel:3 book that children seemed to find

especially interesting had to do with the varied purposes of

squirrels' tails. They asked many questions and made the most

comments during our reading of this section of the book--see

Figure 5 for the text of the book.

Insert Figur,- 5 about here

Two linguistic patterns can be pointed about this excerpt from

the book. Note first the repeated "when a squirrel..., he

complex clause construction, and second, within this

constructica, note the fact that the author has used the singular

forms--a squirrel and he--in relating this information about

squirrels' tails.

Jack--Example 8--exemplifies how many children managed this

section of the book.

Insert Example 8 about here

15
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In his readings he used the plural pronoun they (to refer to

"squirrels"), instead of the author's he, but this use does

indicate that Jack hat understo.'d the co-classification aspects

of the book. In addition, his three readings reflect an

interesting struggle with the "when..." construction. The word

when itself is found only once in Reading #1, and it is used only

in the second part of tho complex clause. In Reading #2, we have

two "for when" constructions again in the second part part of the

clause. Finally, in Reading #3, in two units--except for the

plural forms--the "when..." constructions are very close to the

book's.

Jean's readings are even closer to the language to the

book--see Example 9.

Insert Example 9 about here

In all of the three readings, wIlen she uses the "when.." part of

the construction, it is in the first part of the complex clause.

In the first reading, she uses only plural forms, they or

squirrels. Then in the second reading, midway in this section,

she switches to the singular form--he and a squirrel. Finally,

in Ree.ding #3, a very close approximation of the language of the

book exists.

The last example, Example 10, is an excerpt of Barr's second

reading.

16
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Insert Example 10 about here

Note the ;tevelence of the plural lexicil form, squirrels, in his

tzt. Many children used the plural pronoun (they) form; others,

like Barr, used more the plural form of the the lexical term. It

could be that the predominant use of plural forms is due to the

fact that the book is entitled Squirrels. However, this use must

be seen as an overextension as well, because there is equal use

of singular and plural forms in the book'. Moreover, and

relevant to presa t discussion, this overextension is a strong

indicator of children's understanding of this cc-classification

feature of the information book cjare.

Conclusions/Discussion

The examples provided here indicate that young children are

very successful In learning to sustain the co-referentiality

properties realized in the story genre and the co-classifict..tion

aspects found ia the information book genre. Va have not as yet

completed a statistical analysis to correlate their use of co-

referentiality and co-classification in the two respective books,

but our impressions of the data lead us to believe that a high

correlation will exist. That is, the capabilities to sustain t4e

distinctive textual feature of the respective genre in their

readings seem to be same for each child. In other words,

individual children are not necessarily better in re-enacting the

story than they are in the information book, or vice versa.

1
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Nor does their performance seem to be related to their

preference of the book. Six children (4 boys; n girls) preferred

or liked better The Owl and the Woodgecker, thirteen children (6

boys; 7 girls) preferred Squirrels, and one child, a girl, liked

both books. [/n our second and third collections, almost all of

the childrn preferred the information books--Tunnels (Gibbons,

1984) and Big City Port (Maestro raid Delvecchio, 1983).]

So, what should we think about the common assumption about

the primacy of story in light of these kindergarteners' skill in

"reading" both the story and ihformation book, and the fact that

twice the number of children preferred the information book over

the story? Why do young children seem so competence here in

using information 1-ooks, but not so only several years later, as

research with older elementary children has indicated? Is it

possible that our unacknowledged ideologies about young children

and their cognitive/linguistic development in early childhood

(Christie, 1989) might be a factor in their later lack of

competence in using oxpository texts?

Perhaps our pedagogy in the early years of schooling is

somehow responsible. An examination of two recent booki on early

childhood curriculum and reading instruction suggests that this

may be the cas, while only a brief treatment of each work of can

be provided here. /n Primary Understanding: Education in Early

Childhood, Kieran Egan (1988) provides a detailed explication of

what he believes to be the nature of the "sense-making"

capacities of young children, what he elso calls "bonne a

penser"--a term he borrows from Levi-Strauss (1962)--that means

18
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"good things to think with." A basic feature of these

intellectual capacities, he argues, is children's delight and

expertise regarding story, and how story provides a means or

technique for learning and remembering. For this recion, he

reco.mends that early childhood programs make abundant us of

story. In fact, the rules or forms abstracted from fictional

stories should be "used to organize any kind of content, academic

or experiential, in order to make it more accessible and

meaningful to young children" (p. 108-109). That is, it seems,

for Egan, that young children cannot make sense of anything

unless it is "packaged" as a story.

Marilyn Adams's (1990) book, Beginning to Read: Thinking

and Learning about Print, reflects a similar, albeit not such an

expli.cit, thesis regarding a story emphasis. Although at some

places, she recommends that young children should read broadly to

help them become readers, the materials she ment:ons in any

detail are stories (mostly in basal series), and when she

suggests that children's early writing might also support reading

(mostly because their invented spelling will foster phonemic

awareness of the orthographic patterns of English), only

references to writinq stories are made. So, for Adams, like

Egan, the only genre that is (or should be) used in teaching

reading (or writing) in the primary Trades is story.

Thus, our pedagogy in early literacy seems to be based on an

unexamined ideology about young children's capacities in learning

to use non-story language. Such pedagogy, then, may be

obstructive, a barrier to children's full access to literacy.

19
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The heavy diet of stories found in early childhood classrooms may

cause young children's initial understandings of different

written language registe:7.5 to fade.

Learning te read, as rialli,:ay has argue,: (1978), is

fundamentally an extension of the functional potential of

language. During the preschool years young children learn a lot

about the lexicogrammatical realizations of the language system

so that they are able to control a variety of oral language

registers and genres. That is, they are able to express their

own meanings and understand those of others in a range of social

contexts. To become litarate, however, the young child has to

come to terms with certain important characteristics of written

language--its sustained organization and disembedded quality

(Wells, 1985). Moreover, children need to understand that

written language also consists of different conventional rhythms

and structures to meet the various social purposes that written

communication serves in our culture. The data presented in this

paper suggest that young children are capable of taking on such a

task. It is hoped, then, that these data will provide a

beg!.nning step in examining our assumptions about the primacy of

narrative or story, which might, in turn, lead to the kind of

instruction that will better foster young children's literacy

development.

20
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Footnote's

'The use of the term "typical" is important here, but its

significance cannot be examined or discussed at any length

because of space limitations. Typicality notions from research

on concept formation (e.g., Rcsch, 1973, 1975; Rosch, et al.,

1976) have be n applied to preliminary efforts to describe the

generic structure potential for the information book genre

(Pappas, 1987b, forthcoming). Briefly, this typicality approach

arimes that a genre is like a macro-concept. That is, our

understanding of a particular genre and our ability to

distinguish it from others rests upon the ways in which we

abstract its linguistic features across many instances of its use

in the same way we form concepts such as cat and dog. Inherent

in this abstraction process is our tendency to treat certain

members (or texts) of a catego:y (or genre) as prototypes or as

best examples of the category (genre). Other members, or texts,

of a category or genre, then surround these more typical cases

and represent a lesser degree of membership in the category

(genre). Moreover, these typical members or texts of a category

or yqnre reflect the redundancy of structure of the category as a

whole, and cor ;equently, it is at this level of abstraction that

most category col. genre boundaries are established.

Thus, this paper will emphasize the textual properties of a

typical book from each of the information and storybook genres,

but cannot cover lirguistic patterns that may be realized or

found in non-typical texts of these two genres. More details

about the linguistic femtures of more "atypical" texts of these
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two genres, and about the utility of a typicality approach to

account for the probabilistic nature of genres in general, can be

found in Pappas (1987b, forthcoming).

'A description of these global lements for the storybook

genre can be found in ?appas (Pappas, 1987; Pappas & Brown 1987a,

1987P, 1988); an account of tho macro-structure for the

information book genre is discussed in Pappas (1986, 1987b,

forthcoming).

'The breakdown for the singular/plural forms found in the

Squirrels book is:

Singular Forms Plural Forms

lexical items 7 lexical 7*
(squirrel) (squirrels)

*includes title

pronoun items 16 pronoun items 18

TOTAL 23 25
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The C4/1 AN The Woodimcker

Brian Wildsmith (1971)

I Once upon a time in a forest, far away, there lived a Wooecker.

2 The Woodpecker lived in a tree in which he slept all night and worked all day.

4.

/1
3 in the tr next door there cams to live an 0.4. who liked to woric all nighl and sleep all day.

111111111%444-41,

4/11411111414111111111111111111111114.

The Woodpecker worked so hard and made so much noise that his tapping woke the

Ii
lit

5 1 say, you, therer screeched the Owl. Now can possibly sleep with all that neise going on?'

I
6 °This is my trec the Woodpoder said, 'and I shall tap II as 1 pleas.

ii f L...i.f
.111141=.11j

Figure 1
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Lquirr,els

Brian Wildsmith (1974)

1 It is easy to recognize a squirrel.

2 He is a furry, small animal with a long, bushy tail,

two strong back lmgs, two small front paws,

two large tufted ars which stLck up,

and two big front teeth.

3 1e looks happy and mischievous.

4 In summer-time the squirrel's coat is quite thin.

5 But in winter-time i grows thick and strong.

6 He seems to have little socks on is feet

and warm fur-gloves on his front paws.

7 Squirr ls live in trees.

Figure 2
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The Owl and the Woodpecker

(Wildsmith, 1971)

* Some time later two strangers came to the forest.

* They were a pair of beavers,

* and they took a fancy to the Owl's tree, and started to gnaw at

the trunk.

* Every day they gnawed a little more, until it seemed as if they

would gnaw the trunk right through

* Then one day a great storm shook the forest

Figure 3



The Owl and the Woodpecker

1971)

The one day A great storm sh.)ok the foretst.

The wind roared through the trees.

It was so strong the Woodpecker gave up tapping,

and so for once the Owl slept in peace.

The Owl's tree began to creak and crack and groan as the wind

q-ew more and more fierce,

but the tired Owl slept loundly on.

Suddenly the Woodpecker saw the Owl's tree begin to sway and

fall.

* - At once he struggled bravely through the storm and tapped loudly

close to the Owl's ear to wake him.

The Owl work up in a fury, hearing the Woodpecker tapping on his

tree,

but when he realized his tree was being blown down his anger

quickly disappeared.

Together the Woodpecker and the Owl struggled to safety just as

the tree crashed to the ground.

Figure 4
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Squirrels

(Wildsmith, 1974)

-

* Probably no animal in tho world uses his tail for so many

different purposes.

* When a squirrel leaps through the akr from tree to tree,

he can use his tail as a parachute,

* and it even helps him to change direction

* And when a squirrel swims, as he does sometimes, he can

use his tail as a sail.

* When he scurries along the bough of a tre, he can use it

to balance and guide himself.

* And when a squirrel sleeps, he wraps his tail round himself

like a blanket.

Figure 5
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[EX. 1) JEF.%N THE CAL AND THE WOODPECKER

Reading #1

1 once in the forest ther was a woodpecker

2 (he] he likd to work all day and sleep all night

3 there was a owl nxt door in th tre

4 he liked to [work all day //nou] sleep all day and work

all night

5 (one day] one day whil (um) the woodpecker [was ch] was

pecking on his tree the owl had pointed

6 and "not to disturb m" he laid

.7 "now stop woodpeckering and go in your house ancl stay ther"

Reading #2

1 once upon a time there was a woodpecker that lived in the

forest

2 the woodpecker lik to work all day and sleep all night

3 next door there was an owl

4 he worked like to work all night and sleep all day

5 while the woodpecker was pecking his tree the ow). was

sleeping

6 and the tapping wok up mr. owl

7 mr. owl quickly pointed to the woodpecker and said "will

you please stop pecking?"

8 "I would like to have a peaceful life around here"

9 "this is my tree"

10 "I may peck it if I like"

34



[EX. 2] JACK THE OWL AND THE WOODPECKER

Reading #1

the owl and et woodpecker

1 on day in a far away forest lived a woodpecker

//is that all? - YOUR'RE IN CHARGE- OK//

2 (umm] owl like to sleep

3

4 but(he wouldn't go to sleep

5

6 the owl said "stop pecking"

'7 but he wouldn't

the woodpecker keepQ., on pecking

Illstop

Risading 112

the owl and the woodpecker

1 once upon a time there was a owl and a woodpecker

2 the woodpecker keepod on pecking

3 and he worked all day

4 and he slept all night

5 but the owl worked all night and slept all day



(EX. 3] KAREN THE OWL AND THE WOODPECKER

Reading #1

ach morning

then a storm came

pecked into the tree

Reading #2

some (stral strangers came by

and they was nipping into the tree every morning

and then a terrific storm came

Reading #3

and some strangers came

they was a pair of beavers

they came every day gnawing [in] in the bottom of

[the] his tree trunk until the storm came



(EX.4] EDDIE THE OWL AND THE WOODPECKER

Readina #1

but instead the windy night the woodpecker [or er] pecked

him

so he wok. him up

and knew that (his] his tree was going to fall (down]

down

20 flyed off of it

Reading_#2

then when the storm was so windy it hlowed down the tree

he pecked near his head

so he waked up

then the owl knew that the wind would blow his tree down

so he (...) safe

Reading 43

then there was a windy storm came up

and tho woodpecker knw his tree was goirl to [come] break

down

so he quickly ran over to his tree

(he (...)] he pecked next to the oxl's ar so he'd wake up
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(EX. 5] JUDY SQUIRRELS

Reading #1

1 once upon a time there was a little squirrel

2 and he liked to at leaves and (...)

3 and he liked to climb up up the tree and down the tree

4 when he's in the snow he likes to keep himself in his hole

5 and when he is in his hole in the summertime he likes to

carry up other things...
6 squirrels can carry little things

7 and they also lik* to help the baby up the tree

8 sometimes the squirrels can run after something

9 (they can] and they swim sometimes

10 and they go up a tree somethimes

11 and when they are slweping they are warm inside their tails

(2 and they eat nuts acorns

13 and they eat birds' eggs

14 and they bury their nuts

15 (when] when the winter comes they sometimes forget where

they are

16 and they eat lots of things in the garden

17 squirrels can do lots of things

the end



[EX. 6] JUDY SQUIRRELS

Reading_la

1 this is a squirrel

2 (he) he can run around and climb trees and even come up

close to you

3 (some squirrels] when you're [close] close to them they will

bite you

4 and sometimes when you pet them they will bite you

5 squirrels in the wintertime their skin is furry

13 and squirrels can do lots of things

14 and they have sharp claws

15 and they can swim and climb trees

16 and they can even cuddle their (... ...)

Reading 11

1 this is a squirrel

2 they can eat plants

3 and they can make (...)

4 sometimes squirrels climb on tree trunks

11 they have (...)

12 they can jump from tree to tree

13 and they can awls

14 and they can climb trees

15 and they can go to sleep with their tail wrapped around them



(EX. 7] EDDIE SQUIRRELS

Reading #1

1 once upon a time there was a squirrels

2 (they //let's seW] they haver long fluffy tails

3 and they have two (...)

4 and they get a coat in tho winter

Reading 42

squirrels

1 (they haver] they have (furs] fur tails and ears at the top

2 at winter (they have] (they] they hide up in the tree

ADULT: NOW WHICH BOOK WOULD YOU LIKE TO DO FIRST?
Eddie: umm this one
ADULT: /S THIS YOUR FAVORITE BOOK?
Eddies: yep
ADULT: DO YOU LIKE /T BETTER THAN THE SQUIRRELS BOOK? WHICH ONE OF

THESE DO YOU LIKE THE BEST?
Eddie: this one
ADULT: YEP - WHY?
Eddie: it ham talking in it - this this this one has talking

animals - this ono just teaches. about the squirrels

Reading #3

((once upon a time there was a] (there was] there was]

squirrel-

1 once there was a squirrel

2 and you could s.4t them

3 they have long fuzzy tails and their ears up on their hcad

4 at winter they haver a fur coat

4 0



[EX. 81 JACK SQUIRRELS

Reading 01

they could use their tails for lots of thingsalmost mor

than any animal in the world

they could use it for swimming

for using as a parachute when they go up trees

to cuddle up on thm at night so they can sleep like a

blanket

Reading #2

[and they have] and they use their tail for lots of things

t.ley use it to keep like a parachute for when they jump

they use it for (...) for when they swim sometimes

and they use it for climbing up trees and down trees

and they use it to cuddle it around it for a blanket

Reading #3

and they use their tails

[their] they us thier tails [for] for rpst things [for]

from every animal in the world

when they jump to tree to tree they [use their] use it for

parachutes

sometimes when they swim sometimes they use them for floats

and they use them tu be guiding and go fast when they go up

'-ees

and they use them for a nice blancket when they sleep
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[EX. 9] JEAN SQUIRRELS

Reading #1

[when they] most animals don't use their tails

but when squirrels want to [um] fly from tree to tree they

use their tail as a parachute

when they swim they use their tail as a sail

sometimes they [lay in] lay on tree branches that you can

find laying in thick

when they go to sleep they use their tails [to] to cover

them up

Reading #2

[no ani] no animal would ever use their tail for anything

//I think - whoops I forgot something//

squirrelz, use their tail to leap from tree to tree like a

parachute

when they swim of course they will they use their tail as a sail

[when it wants to balance on a] when he wants to balance on

a tree branch his tail helps him balance and stay up

when a squirrel goes to sleep tse uses his tail to warm him up

Reading #3

probably no other animal or creatur will use its tail

but when a squirrel leaps to tree to tree he uses his tail

for a big parachute

and when a squirrel will swim he will use his tail for a sail

and when he wants to balance on a tree he can use his tail

to keep him balanced

wh,21 a squirrel would like to go to sleep he uses this tail

to cover him
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(EX. 10] SAPP SQUIRRELS

Readina #2

1 squirrels aro furry creatures that have long frontV.,00.,
teeth a bushy tail and strong back legs

2 in the summer they have fuzzy coats

3 they have socks that go on their feet little

gloves that go on their hands and paws

4 (when they] when squirrels go in their house it'stot,,,,,~....
called a crow's nest

5 they eat an old branch for breakfast

6 and when they have a squirrels that are bigger

than the other ones they build a home for them

squirrels climb up and down the trees [to hide]

and hide

8 most squirrels don't use their tail [for] for

jumping

9 but they do use them for parachutes

10 when squirrels [ah] swim like this one is they use
0"..441,01-

their tail like a trunk that keeps the, up

11 and they crawl on trees (... ...)

12 when squirrels sleep in their house they use their

tail as a blankei to keep them warm
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